Explorative analysis of IPA-SPECT data through statistical inference for an automated diagnosis of glioma tumor.
The identification of a brain tumor imaged with PET or SPECT is usually performed with visual inspection of an expert medical clinician. However an automated diagnostic of such images hasn't been established or applied. In this study, we explored the possibility of establishing an automated statistical analysis for the diagnosis of glioma by means of IPA-SPECT data. On the basis of a dataset of 100 patients that have undergone MRI and IPA-SPECT acquisition, in this work, we identify an automated workflow. Three different approaches were explored: I. statistical non-parametric mapping analysis (SnPM), II. statistical non-parametric analysis with an increased number of permutations due to sign-flipping function (PALM) and III. statistical parametric analysis (SPM). The automated methods were compared with the visual inspection. The study proved PALM and SPM approaches to have a high diagnostic power. Compared to the parametric methods, the non-parametric method is the mathematically correct approach for the problem in question. If we take the high resolution structural MRI information into account, the diagnostic power of PALM was not significantly inferior to the visual inspection (P = 0.5150), showing an area under the ROC curve (AUC) smaller only by less than 3%. The automated diagnostic method based on statistical inference, here applied to diagnose glioma tumors in IPA-SPECT data, seems to be a promising tool that can support the visual investigation in nuclear medicine. Moreover in the foreseeable future, the presented methodology has a big potential in various application like localization of active tumor tissues in surgical resection or stereotactic radiosurgery.